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Uniuersity of Bialy stok

he importance of terminology in the era of global isat ion stems from

the fact that nowadays the rapid growth of scientific and technological

knowledge is practically impossible without paying attention to the

state of terminology. Special lexical units comprise more than 90 percent of

the new words in modern langtrages. The growth of scientific and technical

vocabularies is much faster than that of the everyday speech vocabulary, so

at present the number of terms in some sciences (for e,rample chemistry

or biology) exceeds the number of common words. We can compare the

following figures: the full, unabridged version of the Webster's dictiona-

ry contains about 700,000 Engl ish words; the largest Russian 17-volume

dict ionary treats some 120,000 words ( though already there are dict iona-

r ies containing ca. 200,000 words);  at  the same t ime Russian construct ion

terminology numbers more than 150,000 words, modern biological  termi-

nology exceeds a million names for varieties of living beings, in chemistry

we know more than 1,5 million substances. In industry already at the be-

ginning of the 1980s more than 20 mil l ion types of var ious products were

manufactured, each of them having its own special name.

Special vocabulary not only already comprises the major part of any ad-

vanced national language but also is the most dynamic strata of language.

The so-called "information explosion" - that is extremely rapid growth of

flows of scientific and technological information - caused the terminologi-

cal  erplosion - that is enormous growth of the number of new terms. For

example at the beginning of the 1gth centrlry according to our calculations

there existed about 10 thousand bui lding terms; at the beginning of the

20th century their number grew to 30-35 thousand while at the present

t ime i t  may come up to 250 thousand. I t  happens because every 25 years

the number of sciences and scient i f ic discipl ines grows twice, and every

new science needs i ts own terminology. I f  we consider the fact that accord-
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ing to the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the 20th century as much as 2,500

new sciences and scientific disciplines came into being, then the problem

of terminology in the 21st century takes it proper shape' We should also

pay attention to the role terminologies of various branches of science are

p lay ing inshap ingourknowledgeof thesur round ingwor ldandourse lves ,

though this is usually underestimated and neglected by the governments

(Grinev, 1999).

one of the main problems, that immediately arises in connection with

globalisation, and could be clearly observed, is that we have to find out

some effective linguistic means of international communication' From lin-

guistic point of view there are three possible solutions to the problem of

communicating in new conditions, namely:

- establishing universally accepted artificial language as a means of com-

munication;
- successfully solving the problem of machine translation; or

- choosing one of the existing languages as a universally international or

drastically limiting the number of international languages'

The history of attempts at inventin g artificial languages is quite impres-

sive, listing various proiects of creating "ideal" languages, though none

of them became widespread. Suffice it to say that the most widely used

artificial international language - Esperanto, regardless of the fact of its

centenary existence, did not really succeed in justifying great expectations

of becoming the universally known and prevailing in use international

language. It may be accounted for by the essential drawbacks of its crea-

tion - debatable lexical innovations, lack of preliminary estimation of the

possible phonetic and grammatical problems for the people with various

iu.rgnug" background, etc. But then, even some more efficient artificial

languages, such as Occidental - that was proposed by some quite competent

and skilful linguists, and has many merits, namely, it is easy to understand,

even without extensive linguistic knowledge and skills, easy to learn, thanks

to less artificial constructions to memorise - could not become sufficiently

popular.

But th isop t ion is 'perhaps ,ou to f theScopeof te rmino logysc ience ' though

some principles of constructing new words are basically the same, whereas

the next two are directly connected with terminological problems.

The next solution is tnachine trunslation The main obstacle on the way

to effective machine translation lies in the fact that in the dictionaries we
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find multitude of equivalents of the sollrce term. As was mentioned in some

publications (Grinev, 1999), when the dictionary gives only one equivalent
for the source term, the task of translator is rather easy, though he stil l has

to make sure that the suggested equivalent has the same meanings as the
source term. Situation becomes difficult if there are two variants of transla-

tion of the source term. It becomes even more complicated with the growth

of number of probable variants of translation.

Often such l ists of equivalents include synonyms, var iants and quite

different terms side-by-side, thus utterly embarrassing the user of the dic-

tionary. Even when translating into the native language and perfectly well
knowing the difference between the proposed variants, translator does not

necessarily know which of the synonyms is standardized and, therefore,

preferable. In cases of translating from the native language translator has to

solve a very difficult problem of discriminating between the absolute equiva-
lents, variants, partial and conditional equivalents or quite different terms

which are often given in a dictionary in a random order. In many cases the

occasionally used terms are carefully but without critical assessment regis-

tered by the author of terminological dictionary and presented as variants

of translation, what I am usually referring to as "embarras de richesses". It

makes translator's work really trying. In the case of machine translation it

gets even more complicated, because then the choice of equivalent is quite
formal - usually the first one is supplied.

Systematic comparison of the national terminologies in the process of
creating a dictionary makes it easier and with more reliable results. It gives

the opportunity to get the clear picture of the existing synonymic and

quasi-synonymic relations between terms within national terminologies,

to choose the most preferable terms out of the group of synonyms and

to establish reliable equivalents to be used in translating the correspond-
ing group of synonyms and to ensure reversibility. But most important,

it presents the opportunity to minimize the number of equivalents of the

source term, in many cases leaving only one equivalent. Unfortunately, this

problem is far from being solved and the present tendencies in dictionary
making give reason to be sceptic.

The last solution is the choice of one of the existing languages. Globalisa-

tion of the industry, economics, culture, even the everyday life results in

forming of new conditions of the existence and interaction of the national
languages. One of them is domination of some languages, chosen as means of
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internat ional communicat ion. In our history there were t imes of dominat ion

of one of the. prest igious languages: in Middle Ages Lat in was a universal lan-

guage of literacy, the same role r.r'as playecl in the East by Arabic; in the I Bth

and the 19th centuries French was the language of edr.rcated persons all over

Europe. Now, since the second half of the 20th century English is graclually

becoming dominating language all over the world. Simultaneously r.t'e can

view lessening of the number of the actively used languages. According to

the UN calculations during the current century approximately 2,500 of the

presently functioning 3,000 languages will clisappear from active usage. Yorr

may disagree with me but some languages have small chances to survive. In

many cases the feverish attempts to revive' and sustain the practically hardly

existent nat ional languages are in reai i ty f iogging dead horses.

In reality, however, only those langtrages are doomed to disappear, that

already have quite limited usage (such as one-village languages). In many

cases disappearance would only mean a change of status - from language to

dialect, as, in all appearances, it recently happened with Moldavian that was

proclaimed a dialect of Romanian. At the same time we may observe quite

the opposite process - some dialects, as for example Catalonian and Galician

in Spain, Provencal in France gained the status of official languages,

There may be two causes for disappearance of national languages - the

most natural  one being the narrowing of the sphere of appl icat ion of a

national language transforming it into :r local dialect and the next one is

the influence of a closely related language with the historically determined

traditionally wide spectre of functioning (such as the case of the Ukrainian

and the Byelorussian languages which at the end of the 1980s were being

almost completely ousted by the Russian language).

It follows that the surviving languages will widen their functional domain

and a number of speakers will increase outside the countries of their origin
(it might be mentioned as a curious fact that at the present time both the

Bri t ish and the Russians const i tute nat ional minori t ies among the nat ive

speakers of the respect ive languages).  With the commencement of inter-

nat ional appl icat ion of some of the exist ing languages we come across the

problern of their effective usage. And here the question of the national

language policy arises.

At present we can observe that some of the political decisions concerning

language in the emerging new states have only momentary political reasons

with complete ignorance of the natural tendencies of language develop-
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ment and cannot therefore be taken seriously. Therefore working out sound
impartial recommendations based on the analysis of natural processes of
evolution and, in particular, international interaction of languages becomes
a necessity. Such recommendation first of all should be concerned with
terminology because, firstly, this part of the word-stock may be most easi-
ly regulated (special lexis is quite probably the only part of language that
might be consciously manipulated and controlled), and, secondly, because
controlling special vocabulary may enhance greatly the progress of science
and technology.

When we speak of the minor languages - and, according to the opinion
of prof. Pusztay, expressed at the October International Conference "Te-r-
minology of National Languages and Globalization" (Vilnius, 2006), even
languages with 10 mln. native speakers should be considered as such, at
least two factors, in our opinion, should be considered.

Firstly, the number of people speaking state languages of minor states,
such as the Baltic ones, might be substantially increased by the people of
other nationalities acquiring those languages.

Secondly, one of the most effective means of preventing disappearance
of related minor languages is their conuergent deuelopmenf, increasing
chances for their survival. It is interesting that purely political decisions of
the 20s of the previous century proclaiming national languages what was
then dialects of the same langrrage made it difficult, but could not pre-
vent the possibility of communication between the peoples of the Central
Asia countries. But what the unfavourable conditions, natural disasters
or disastrous political decisions can not do, could be done by the people
themselves - the thoughtless uncoordinated borrowing from different lan-
guages - Arabic, Russian, English, German, Persian leads to increase of
differences of former dialects, and, consequently, mutual understanding.

The convergent pol icy impl ies that the already exist ing pr inciples of
borrowing:
- transliteration is preferable to transcription, because nowadays the ma-

jority of borrowings is carried out in written form;
- when borrowing pay attention to the form rather than meaning, be-

cause meaning is changing (with development or change of the corres-
ponding concept) much easier than the form;

- to ensure the easiest assimilation of borrowings it is allowable to sim-
plify their forms, evading consonant clustering and vowel hiatuses that
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might cause problems in pronouncing; adapt ing the endings so that

they would conform with the accepted grammatical paradigms;
- with new terms the already existing international forms are to be pre-

ferred;
- in many cases wide.ly known Old Greek and Latin morphemes could be

used in forming new nat ional terms (Grinev, i987);

two new principles of co-ordinated language policy should be aclded,

namely:
- there should be the same source languages for borrowing into related

languages;
- the forms of the borrowings, if not identical, should be as close as pos-

sible and in case of different national suffixes, there shorrld be strict

correspondence of new words with those suffixes.

The national languages problems of the newly independent states were

most thoroughly discussed at the beginning of the 1990s at the number

of conferences in Ukraine (Chernovtsy 7990,1991; Kiev 1992),  where the

possibi l i t ies of convergent development of related languages and effec-

tive methods and principles of ensuring coordination in related languages

deveiopment were analysed and everybody was quite enthusiast ic.  Un-

fortunately later they were not implemented in Ukraine which led to the

present situation where in some cases several national terminologies, based

on various principles but different from forms in other Slavonic languages

are suggested to the consternation of specialists.

The perspectives of terminological research and practical activities for

the commencing century might be quite promising under the beneficial

circumstances leading to the elaboration and application of the set of rules

for controlling the development of speciai languages. Under the adverse

conditions the end of the century will witness the endless discussions of the

minor problems of terminology science while the opportunity to control

the evolution of the mainly used languages will be irretrievably lost. Un-

fortunately the general experience of the human behaviour allows counting

rather on the pessimistic variant of the forecast.

C  O  N C  L U S  I O N S

One of the topical linguistic problems of globalisation is overcoming lan-

guage barriers. There are three possible solutions - accepting an artificial

language as means of international communication, machine translation
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or endowing one of the exist ing languages with supreme internat ional
functions. Another topical probiern is preserving small national languages
which may be effectively achieved by convergent development of related
languages. In any case the present si tuat ion requires wel l -considered state
Ianguage pol icy.
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T T R M I N O T O G I J A  G I . O B A I . I Z A ( I J O S  E R O J E

Straipsnyje gvi ldcnami t t rut in i t l  kalbq terminologi f  os k lausinrai  dabart in i 'mis g lobal i -

zaci jos s i l lygomis.  Nagr inefami t rys poZiur ia i  !kalbos bar icrq Sal in imo problemos spren-

dimE -  opt i rnal ios d i rbt ines tarptaut ines kalbos sukur imas,  mai in in is vcr t imas i r  v ienos

i i  daZniausia i  var to jamq kalbq pasir ink imas tarptaut ine.

Anal izuojamos vadinamqjq maZqiq taut in iq kalbq iSsaugoj imo problemos. Ypat ingas

demcsys ski r iarnas giminingq kalbq tcrmini jos konvergencines pletros koordinavimo

pol i t ikos gal imvbcn.rs.

TEPMilH0n0r i l8 B tPE i l loEAnf i3Aul i l l

B cra'rr'e o6cyx<4aro'rc.s Borrpocbr repr{xHonolr4r,r Har{r4oHa/rbHbrx s3brKoB B coBpeMeH-

HbIx yc./roBrltx rnooanu:aqialI. Paccr"larpl4Barorcr{ Tpr{ [oAxoAa K perxerrprrc npo6levnr

ycTpaHeII I lJ l  . t I3bIKOBblx 6aprepOn -  palpa6oTra O[TuManbHoro r{CKycCt 'BcHHorO Me)KAy-

HapoAHoro Jr3bIKa, uaururrHuii [epeBo/I r,r nr'r6op oAHoro rz: Har.r6oree vnorpe'6nlreur,rx
q3brKoB Me)KHarl?IoHaJrbHoro o6u1euua.

Ananra:rpyrorcr npo6nenbr coxpaHeHr,rr raK Ha3brRaeMbrx (Malrbrx) Haqr4oHanbHbrx

'I3bIKoB. Oco6oe BHr.rMaHlle yAelrrercrr Bo3Mo)KHocrqM KoopA]rHr.rponanuoi rroIIrrrr.rKr4

KOHRepf errTHof o pa3BuTr4rI TepMnHonof r.{u poncTRetrHr,lx r:Jr,rKoB.
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